
Aperture
Volume of Light and Depth of Field



What will be covered

• Aperture control of light volume in an exposure

• Aperture (f/stop) settings: what they represent

• What is depth of field

• Aperture to control depth of field





Shutter =

Eyelashes

Film =

Light sensitive

retina

Lens
Iris diaphragm =

Iris

Aperture =

Pupil
Camera body =

Eyeball

The Camera/Eye Comparison



Ryan Phillips

Bokeh

The term comes from the Japanese word boke (暈け orボケ), which means "blur" or 

"haze", or boke-aji (ボケ味), the "blur quality"

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_language
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/bokeh


Jacob Blade



Aperture

Also known as f-stop

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/76/Aperures.jpg


Aperture

Controls opening’s size during 

exposure and thus volume of 

light in an exposure

Controls Depth of Field

Another term for aperture: f-stop

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/76/Aperures.jpg


Each full stop on the aperture  
(f-stop) either doubles or halves the 
amount of light let into the camera



Light is halved this direction  

Light is doubled this direction

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/87/Aperture_diagram.svg


Why does a larger f-stop number actually 
represent a smaller aperture opening?



Diameter is 1/1 the distance between film 

and back end of lens

This diameter equates to diameter of aperture



Diameter is 1/2 the distance between film 

and back end of lens



Diameter is 1/4 the distance between film 

and back end of lens



Why the weird numbers? 

• It is a logarithmic scale

• Through scientific method, these 
settings were discovered to be 
stop settings that double and 
halve exposure 

• It would be nice if it went f/1, 
f/2, f/4, f/8, etc., but that is not 
how light behaves with 
apertures



Limits on how small an aperture will go on 
various cameras

f/64 f/22 f/8

Large Format SLR Cell Phone



Aperture and Depth of Field



Depth of Field

• The zone of sharpness variable by aperture, focal length, or subject 
distance



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:DOF-ShallowDepthofField.jpg


Aperture Control of Depth of 
Field





http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d3/Diaphragm.svg


http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a0/Depth_of_field_diagram.png


f/22 f/8

f/4 f/2

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/60/Aperture_f22.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Aperture_f8.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Aperture_f4.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Aperture_f2.8.jpg
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The Camera/Eye Comparison



Aperture setting on top:

f/1.8 (shallow Depth of Field)

Aperture setting on bottom:

f/22 (large Depth of Field)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/76/Aperures.jpg






Subject Distance to Control 
Depth of Field





Focal Length to Control Depth of 
Field
Kind of….





Large Depth of Field

Jacob BladeShot at f/22



Ansel AdamsShot at f/64



Shallow Depth of Field

Keely Nagel

Shot at f/4



Shot at f/2





50 mm

• Called a “fast” lens because it 
has such a large aperture (f/1.8)

• Meaning you can shoot at faster 
shutter speeds in lower light 
because a larger opening will 
allow more light into the camera 
to compensate for the decrease 
in light from a fast shutter speed

• These can open up to f/1.8 the 
depth of field can be very 
shallow



f/22



f/1.8



Depth of Field – can make a fence disappear

f/22 f/1.8


